
Market Commentary

__________________

Jonathan Shaw
AG

An interesting and changing

quarter, with Covid having the

obvious impact.

In the Building Consultancy

world, we have seen the

following changes/trends;

• We have seen a return to almost normal levels of client activity within

the last 6 weeks and some delayed projects now pressing home

making life very busy indeed.

• As expected, more landlord and tenant instructions are prevalent

across all sectors. These being Dilapidations for landlords, Exit

Strategies and Lease Break advice for tenants.
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• Not bleak for all occupiers (although certainly noticeably for the poor

retail occupiers) – as we have seen clients in the distribution and

online fashion businesses booming, and the accompanying

confidence in expansion and investment – acquiring more premises

and refurbishment of premises.

• 'Beds and sheds’ to become a catchphrase and in the beds

department we have seen a continued hunger for PRS schemes and

investors picking up less fortunate unfinished schemes where Covid

led to the demise of the original developer. We foresee a surge of

office to residential conversions as surplus city centre office space

comes to the market at the landlord lacks confidence in re-letting.

• More beds, after the brief moth balling of sites, registered providers

still have development numbers to hit and are progressing with

acquisition of new sites and re-starting of existing sites. Joint

ventures are growing in popularity, but the shared risk advantage and

the confidence a known end user brings to a scheme.

• Trade counters are busy and we are seeing new sites being acquired

and even businesses being acquired by bigger players in the industry.

• A busy sector is the Independent Living sector with a reported

300,000 disabled people living in accommodation that does not meet

their needs.

• Even though Building Consultancy is busy, it is a challenging outlook

towards quarter 4 as recruitment is again an issue, with people

potentially unhappy with their current employer and how they dealt

with Covid, but lacking confidence to move to a new employer with

the promised recession looming.

recession looming.



Recent Events

__________________

Team AG

Land Rover Experience

Back in March Pre Covid AG took a 
handful of clients on a Land Rover 
Experience to Peckforton Castle in 
Cheshire and what a great 
experience it was. 

AG's Annual Netwalking Event

Back in September AG hosted a 
Netwalking Event for Property 
Professionals around the Ribble 
Valley. The route was Tolkeins Trail 
with picture perfect scenery. 

The event was a huge success, 
meeting clients and new contacts. 
AG can't wait for the next one!



Client Spotlight 

__________________

Cherelle Dovey
Development
Manager
Golden Lane Housing 

Please give me a synopsis of

what Golden Lane Housing

are all about?

Providing a person centred service

which enables us to work

innovatively to secure homes for

people with a Learning Disability

across the country. We always

ensure our homes meet the needs of

the residents to the best of our ability

so GLH can then provide a service to

help our residents maintain their

tenancies and develop their

independence as they wish. 

How has Covid affected the

way GLH work… Will GLH be

changing anything after it?

GLH already had many staff

members as home workers pre-covid

as a lot of us are field based.

However this also involved

considerable travel and many hours

spent driving every week. Since

Covid our travelling has dramatically

reduced and we are able to get so

much more desktop work done. We

have found that meeting over Teams

or Skype is just as effective as

meeting face to face in many

circumstances so we are sure that

will continue where appropriate. With

the further provision of virtual

property viewings this also helps us

shortlist properties without the time

lost in the car

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cherelle-dovey-473254a6


AG Are Recruiting!
We're Expanding!

Read more AG News

AG are looking for the right people 
to join our rapidly expanding teams.

If you would like to discuss your

career aspirations confidentially with

one of our directors, please contact

us here.

What are GLH’s growth plans

for the coming years?

We have a 5 year development 
strategy focusing on tenancy delivery

and growing our strategic

partnerships each year. We have

teamed up with some fantastic

investors, other RP’s, support

providers and local authorities to be

able to meet the strategic housing

need established in specific areas.

We will continue to develop these

relationships as well as look to create 

new working partnerships across the 

country.

AG News

__________________

What would your death row 
meal be...and what film/Netflix 
show would you be watching 
at the time?

A Stuffed Crust pizza (it would have

been a Domino's Double Decadence

base before they stopped doing it)

and The Last Kingdom on Netflix

(about Vikings – great series)

https://andertongables.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e6873bc3ef31dc891dea3df7a&id=421710e507&e=ace4d2566a
mailto:recruitment@andertongables.co.uk?subject=Career%20Opportunities%20
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Tip 2 - Taking on a new lease?

A well drafted schedule of condition can save you thousands. 

Tip 3 - Rent free period?

How do you know your RFP is enough to undertake the works required to put 
the property into repair? A Pre-Lease Survey will help you ascertain the works 
required and reduce your dilapidations liability at lease end.

Keep Up-to-Date With the News in the Building Consultancy World 
Subscribe to Our Newsletter Now!

Lancashire

Thomas Carter House, 1&2 Cross Street, Preston, PR1 3LT Tel: 01772 562800

Greater Manchester

Imperial Court, 2 Exchange Quay, Salford Quays, Manchester, M5 3EB Tel: 0161 696 

3119

Yorkshire

7th Floor, The Balance, 2 Pinfold Street, Sheffield, S1 2GU Tel: 0114 478 5833.

Tip 1 - Leaving leased premises?

Those occupiers that adopt a proactive approach with regards to dilapidations

often come out the best.  

Achieving Strategic Outcomes

__________________

AG Tips
Communication
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